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Dear Prof. Zamfir,
RE: necessity for changing the program
I apply to you with a proposal to make a principal and an important change in the program and the
organization of the conference.
When submitting the abstract of my research (ID228, New Results in Particle and Nuclear Physics), I
indicated my intention to present it as the FOCUS because of its PROVIDENTIAL IMPORTANCE for
the destiny of physics as a theoretical science, for modern science in general and, in our time of
science, for the destiny of civilization. At first, the Program Committee seems to have approved that
my choice but then changed its mind reducing my presentation to a poster. I accepted that change only
because of my thorough lack of experience in such kind of events. I paid the fee, the accommodation
and the air ticket. Then, when preparing for the conference and finding my poster in the row of other
64, I decided to overview the Book of Abstracts once more and was dismayed by the most likely
outcome of the conference.
Indeed, the bulk of the abstracts deals with different physical or technological experiments and
instrumentation; relation of some abstracts to physics is unclear, and there is no other abstract except
mine that would deal clearly with theoretical physics. If some participants were to notice my poster
hidden among others, they would most likely pay no much attention to it considering it rather a threat
to their vested interests. So my participation in such a conference would be a nonsense, a profanation
of the high purpose.
I may add that physics is a thoughtful cognizance of nature, a theoretical science, the foundation of
science in general. The disappearance of the very notion 'THEORETICAL PHYSICS' from the
programs of international physical conferences would mean the death of physics as a science, resulting
most likely in the death of science in general and perhaps in the end of civilization which would have
no more warranty for its existence.
In this connection, to make the conference an event, would you please change its program, introducing
my HOUR-LECTURE ON MY RESEARCH FOLLOWED BY ITS HALF-HOUR-DISCUSSION
AND CONCLUSION ON IT BY THE CONFERENCE, using perhaps my poster for demonstration.
Sincerely,
Igor Makarov, PhD
Reform Science Center
P.O. Box 461, Haifa 31003, Israel
Tel/fax: +972-4-822-1997; mobile: +972-547-856-170
Email: info@reformscience.org
Enclosure: my original research, A Theory of Ether, Particles and Atoms, online:
http://kvisit.com/S2uuZAQ.

